
BRAIN AND COGNITION IN SOCIETY
Department of Psychology master, University of Amsterdam

• What is this master about?
• What will we teach you?
• What is the program?
• How and when to apply, who can apply



The science of brain and mind (psychology and neuroscience) can be applied to every
situation where human (or even animal) behavior is involved, to be changed, understood

Marketing, economy, law, politics, ethics, behavior change, eating, drinking, societal developments, racism



The world listens to economists, lawyers, politicians, tech companies, artists, religious leaders…
Don’t we need more psychologists and brain scientists?



The role of emotion in 
health decisions



The role of emotion in political decision making
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Why are some campaigns successful…?



• Fitting measures, ‘intelligent’ lockdown
• Effect of obligation, control, fines, curfew?
• Health side effects, youth problems, loneliness
• Face mask communication …
• Vaccination strategy, campaigning

…where others fail miserably



Is democracy tenable given how easily people are manipulated?



Despite all the health knowledge, food marketing still wins over health advice



Attention and perception 101 
disregarded….



Queensland University

Decrease in brain  volume

Less gray / more white matter

Less volume prefrontal cortex

Lowered volume hippocampus

Increased volume amygdala

Effects of chronic stress on the brain



Gamification
Apps, points, scores, levels
Team challenges



The Psychology and 
Neuroscience of Marketing



Solutions for the climate crisis 
How to achieve population support?



The science of brain and mind (psychology and neuroscience) can be applied to every
situation where human (or even animal) behavior is involved, to be changed, understood

Marketing, economy, law, politics, ethics, behavior change, eating, drinking, societal developments, racism

HOW TO APPLY ALL THAT KNOWLEDGE?



http://danariely.com/

Dan Ariely is the James B. Duke 
Professor of Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke 
University and is the founder of The Center for Advanced 
Hindsight[1] and co-founder of BEworks,[2] Timeful,[3] Genie[4] and 
Shapa.[5] Ariely is also associated with Qapital and Lemonade in 
the capacity of Chief Behavioral Economist and Chief Behavioral 
Officer, respectively.[6]

http://danariely.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_B._Duke_Professor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_Economics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duke_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-forbes.com-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-genie.cooking-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-shapa.me-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qapital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemonade_(insurance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Ariely#cite_note-6


BCiS: Instant Fame

Writing opinion pieces, 
commentaries, blogs, vlogs





https://blog.marketresearch.com/whats-next-for-the-9-9-billion-personal-development-industry

SELF HELP BOOKS AND INDUSTRY: psychology to improve yourself

https://blog.marketresearch.com/whats-next-for-the-9-9-billion-personal-development-industry


NEUROFEEDBACK: training the brain to enter the right mental state via brainwave detection 



ELON MUSK: Neuralink Neuralink tries to enhance our mental 
capacities via linking the brain with AI, 
mainly to counter the danger of 
humans falling victim to super 
intelligent AI themselves: ‘we have to 
keep up with AI’



https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/14/nectome-startup-upload-brain-the-cloud-kill-you

Saving the connectome of 
the brain via ‘vitrification’, to 
later upload it to a computer 
system. Assumes ‘you’ are 
your connections

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/mar/14/nectome-startup-upload-brain-the-cloud-kill-you


NEUROMARKETING: using 
neuroscience measurements 
or knowledge to optimize 
advertising



Neuroscience and psychology 
as entertainmaint



Doing applied RESEARCH for companies



BRAIN AND COGNITION IN SOCIETY

We will teach you:

• To apply knowledge from psychology and
neuroscience to societal and business issues

• To design and conduct research that is relevant 
in a societal or business context

• To translate research into practical advice



One Year program
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Internships and mastertheses in companies



• Applied behavioral scientist at Open Now

• Behavioral scientist at Salzer Behavioral 
Strategy & Consulting

• Oracle Consultant Capgemini

• developer at Accenture interactive

• Scientist & Innovator at TNO/ PhD at UvA

• PhD candidate Erasmus

• developer at cyberAnt

• Methodologist at Giarte

• UX researcher at Braingineers

• Product Owner at PAQT.com

• product support Effectory

• researcher at neurensics

• Behavioral Designer at SUE Amsterdam 

• Research Executive in Branding at Kantar

• management consulting analyst 
Accenture

• Junior researcher at Duurzame stad

• cognitive psychologist at neurofied

• learning consultant philips

• researcher at bloakes

• …..

Some examples of job positions that master alumni currently hold





How to apply
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Selection criteria What do we ask from you

Academic Bachelor’s degree in 
Psychology, Neuroscience  
or closely related field

Academic diplomas*

Basic requirements Proof of Qualification
• Template on website

Transcript of Records + grading scheme

Track-specific requirements Proof of Qualification
• Template on website

Statement of Motivation
• Template on website

English language proficiency TOEFL/IELTS/Cambridge
• Check the exceptions 



Am I eligible?

• Strong interest in psychology and / or neuroscience

• AND the willingness to apply this to the real world

• Academic degree equivalent to a Dutch academic Bachelor’s degree

• Knowledge and skills in psychology / neuroscience methods and statistics, 
empirical research and writing (see track-specific knowledge and skills) 

• English language skills

• Check the entry requirements at gsp.uva.nl

• APPLY BEFORE 1 MARCH 2023

• You will receive the decision mid May 2023 at the latest



Selection procedure
• Selection sounds scary, yet

• Over the past years, most candidates who met the requirements were 
selected for the Master’s track of their first choice. 

• If the number of candidates exceeds the number of places in the program

• candidates will be ranked based on their study results and motivation 

• admission will be decided by drawing lots for equally ranked candidates

• Eligible students who are not allotted a place in the program of their first 
or second choice, will be put on a waiting list in case a place becomes 
available later on.



Some students may need to take a pre-master’s programme in order to become 
eligible. This option is available for EU candidates who meet a certain amount of 
basic requirements (see requirements on website).

Candidates who want to qualify for a pre-masters in SM 2, in order to become 
eligible for September ’23, should apply by 15th November. Choose February 
enrolment in Studielink. 

The selection committee will decide whether a pre-master’s is necessary and 
possible.  

Apply before 15 NOV. 2022
in Studielink + MyInfo

Read https://student.uva.nl/psychology/shared/programmas/en/pre-masters-programmes/psychology/psychology.html

Pre-master’s programme

https://student.uva.nl/psychology/shared/programmas/en/pre-masters-programmes/psychology/psychology.html

